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DIFFERENCE GAMES AND POLICY
EVALUATION: A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

By A. J. de ZEEUW and F. van der PLOEG'

I. Introduction

Tttis papcr gives an overview of the various equilibrium concepts used in
non-cooperative dilTerence games and their economic interpretation. Difíerence
games are dynamic games in discrete time. The state of the economy at time
t, say y, dcpends on the state of the economy at time t-!, y,-„ and on the
actions of the various players undertaken during this period. ( Difïerential games
are dynamic games in continuous time.) Difierence games are unlike repeated
games (supergames), because the latter refer to the repetition of a static game
where the state of the economy in each game is independent of the state of the
economy in previous games. History in repeated games matters only because
players might condition their strategies on the history of play, but history in
di(Terence games matters also due to the dynamics of capital accumulation,
wages, prices, etc.

To illustrate the various concepts employed in difïerence games, it is useful
to discuss a classic example where actions can take on only one of two values.
Figure I gives a simple example of such a dynamic game (due to Simaan and
Cruz (1973)). The economy starts o(ï in the state yo - 0. Subsequently each
player can either take the action L or H. Each player mínimizes a welfare loss
function, which is time separable. The welfare losses incurred during the
transition from the state at time 0 to the stale at time 1 are given above the
actions. From each state at time I, each player can again take the actions L
or H and at time 2 arrive at four possible states. The Nash solution concept
represents the standard approach to non-cooperative games and is applicable
when both players have equal strength. The actions in a Nash equilibrium must
be the best response of player 1 to the action of player 2 and the best response
of player 2 to the action of player 1. In dynamic games one distinguishes
between the open-loop Nash equilibrium and the feedback Nash or subgame-
perfect equilibrium. Two assumptions distinguish the feedback concept from
thc opcn-loop concept, namely information structure ( Ba;ar and Olsder (1982))
and period of commitment ( Reinganum and Stokey (1985)). The open-loop
Nash equilibrium presumes that the players at time 1 and 2 can only observe
the initial state of the economy, yo, i.e. have open-loop information patterns.
Thc open-loop Nash equilibrium also presumes that at time 0 each player can
make binding commitments about the actions he or she announces lo undertake

' This papcr arox from an earlier paper, entided Non-cooperarive strateyies jor dynamic policy
garnrs and rhe prubfrm oJ rime inconsistency: A canrru.nt, and has benefiled from lhe commenls of
threc anonymous refcrees, Andries Brandsma and the editorial advia of Peter Sinclair.

.r. Oaford Uni.rrsi~y Prew 1991
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Fte;. I. Fcedback equilibria in a dynamic game ( extensive form)

in period I and 2, i.e. the period of commitment is equal to the enlire planning
pcriod.

The normal form of the open-loop game associated with Figure I is presented
in Table I. The open-loop Nash equilibrium corresponds to the intersection of
the reaction curve of player 1(indicated by') and the reaction curve of player
2(indicated by "). The open-loop Nash equilibrium means that player 1 plays
H in the first period and L in the second period, that player 2 plays H in both
periods, and that the welfare losses are 8 to player 1 and 9 to player 2. The
feedback Nash equilibrium presupposes that each player can observe the state
of the economy at the beginning of the current period and therefore corresponds
to a dynamic information structure and a period of commitment of one. It is
constructed by imposing subgame perfectness, that is the Nash equilibrium for
the whole game must remain a Nash equilibrium for every subgame starting
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T~et.e 1
Oprn-luup ryuilibriu in u dynumic ymnr (nonnal jornr)

Pluyrr 2
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' Ikst responsc uf plrycr 2 tu playcr 1 Iplayer 2's ~acuon curve)
`Opcn-loop Nash tyuilibrium
' Open-loop Stackolberl{ equilibrium (with 2 as Iwder)

from an abritrary stale at some point in time after the beginning of the whole
game. One constructs the feedback Nash or subgame-perfect equilibrium by
dynamic programming. This can be done with the aid of the extensive form of
the game presented in Figure 1. First, one calculates the Nash equilibrium for
each of lhe three subgames in the second period. One then adds on the resulting
welfare losses to the welfare losses in the subgame of pcriod I, which results in
7, 2 for L, H, I I, 6 for L, L, 8, 9 for H, N and 5, l2 for H, L, and finally calculates
the Nash equilibrium for the game starting from yo - 0 i.e. 7, 2 for L, H. In the
resulting feedback Nash equilibrium player 1's actions are L and H whilst player
2's actions are H and L and bo[h players are better ofl' than in the open-loop
Nash equilibrium ( see Table 2). It is also possible to construct examples where
the players are better off in the open-loop Nash equilibrium ( sce section 2.2).
Hence, making use of information as it becomes available, can make players
worse ofT in the context of a dynamic game, even though it always is profitable
in a one-player context. There are many applications of open-loop and (eedback
Nash equilibria in dynamic games, e.g. conflict over the distribution of income
in capitalist economies ( Lancaster ( 1973)), conflict over the harvesting of a

T~n~e 2
t4í-Ijure lossrs undrr rhr rflriuus nutcomrs

Sulwion rnnc'rpr
Acliuns oj Acriats oj WrlJure
pfa~rr I player 1 lossrs

Fctdbrck Nash ( subgrme-per(ect) LH HL 7, 2
cquilibrium

Fcedback Stucktlberg cquilibnum LH LL 6, 4

tend ~ntgmg outcumc)

Optn-loop Nrsh cyuilibrium HL HH 8.9

Opcn-loop Statkelbcrg equilibrium LL LH I I, 6
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common rencwable resource (Reinganum and Stokey (1985); van der Plceg
(1986)), price sluggishness in duopolistic competition (Fershtman and Kamien
(1987)), capacity investment in industrial organization (Reynolds (1987)),
conllict over arms accumulation (van der Plceg and de Zeeuw (1990)), and
international pollution control (van der Ploeg and de Zeeuw (1991)).

The Lucas (1976) critique ofeconometric policy evaluation has increased the
interest in applications of rational expectations and non-cooperative difierence
(or difTerential) game theory to dynamic economic or econometric models,
because these techniques take explicit account of the reaction of the private
sector (such as households and firms) to expected changes in government
economic policy. Non-cooperative difTerence (or difierential) games of the
Stackelberg variety, with the government as leader and the private sector as
follower, can provide a behavioural foundation of macrceconomic models with
expectations of future government economic policy aflecting the current state
of the economy. Obviously, the advantage of difierence (or difïerential) games
of the Stackclberg varicty over aJ hoc rational expectations modcls is that they
are immune to the Lucas (1976) critique policy evaluation as the behaviour of
the private sector is no longer invariant to the policy rule adopted by the
govcrnment.

To illustrate some counter-intuitive results and other problems found with
Stackelberg equilibria, it is best to return to the example presented in
Figure 1. The opcn-loop Stackelberg equilibrium with player 2 as leader and
player I as follower assumes that both players have open-loop information
structures (i.e. can only observe yo) and that player 2 can make binding
commitments about his or her future policy actions. Player 2 chooses the best
action taking account of player 1's reaction curve (denoted by' in Table I), so
that he or she chooses to play L followed by H and obtains a welfare loss of
6. The follower plays L in both periods and gets a welfare loss of 1 l. Note that
the leader is better ofT (which is always the case) whilst the follower is worse
ofl (which is not always the case) than in the opcn-loop Nash equilibrium (sce
Table 2). It is well known that open-loop Stackelberg dynamic games (or
economies with rational expectations) are characterized by forward-looking
(as well as backward-looking) behaviour due to the anticipation of future
actions of dominant players (such as the Treasury or the Central Bank). In
such modcls the problem of time inconsistency arises, that is dominant players
have an incentive to alter previous plans when they are called upon to execute
those plans ( Kydland and Prescott ( 1977)). For example, in the beginning of the
planning period the leader finds it optimal to play L followed by H. However,
once the first period has elapsed, the leader finds it optimal to renege and play
L, inducing the follower to play H, as this reduces his or her welfare loss from
6 to 4. If there are no binding commitments, it is quite clear that such models
are vulnerable to cheating from the side of the dominant player (e.g. the
government ) and, therefore, the initial plan of the dominant player will generally
not be believed. It is important to note that cheating is only to be expected
when the short-term gains ofcheating outweigh the long-term losses ofcheating,
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which is more likely to happen when the rate of time preference used to discount
punishments from cheating is large ( Barro and Gordon (1983); Meijdam and
de Zeeuw (1986)). In the case of incomplete information about preferences it
is possible that the dominant player builds a reputation by being tough in the
early stage of the games and blows its reputation in the final stages of the game
(Kreps and Wilson, (1982); Backus and Driffill (1985)).

If the government cannot commit itsel[ or does not have a strong reputation,
the private sector cannot be expected to believe time-inconsistent announce-
ments and therefore such policies are not credible. The feedback Stackelberg
solution concept (Simaan and Cruz (1973)) assumes that the players can change
their strategies at all points in time on the basis ofobservations on the evolution
of the state of the economic system and is therefore by construction time-
consistent. This solution concept can be seen as an extension of the principle
of optimality (Bellman (1957)) to games. In terms of the example, one first
calculates the Stackelberg equilibrium associated with every subgame in the
second period, then adds on the resulting welfare losses to the welfare losses of
the game starting with yo a 0, and finally calculates the Stackelberg equilbrium
for this game. In the feedback Stackelberg equilibrium the follower plays L and
H whilst the leader plays L and L. The associated welfare losses are 6 and 4,
respcctively. This provides a counter-example to the view that the leader is
always better ofï in a Stackelberg than in a Nash game. ln fact, the leader's
welfare loss increases from 2 in the feedback Nash equilibrium to 4 in the
feedback Stackelberg equilibrium whilst the follower's welfare loss improves
from 7 to 6. It also provides a counter-example to the view that in the
(time-consistent) feedback Stackelberg equilibrium the players are worse ofl
than in the (time-inconsistent) open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium, because the
leader reduces his or her welfare loss from 6 to 4 and the follower reduces his
or her welfare loss from 11 to 6.

When the idea of a subgame is restricted to a game starting at some point
of time from every possible state of the economy at that point of time,
the feedback Stackelberg equilibrium may be called the subgame-perfect
Stackelberg equilibrium, although Selten's (1975) original concept of subgame
perfectness is only relevant for the Nash equilibrium concept. Because it is
assumed that the players are ex ante given the opportunity to renege at each
stage of the game, ex post they will not renege and therefore the feedback
Stackelberg equilibrium leads to time-consistent policies by construction.
However, subgame perfectness is stronger than tíme consistency, so that it is
possible to formulate a time-consistent open-loop Stackelberg solution which
is not subgame pcrfect ( Meijdam and de Zeeuw (1986)). The point is thal time
consistency implies that there is no incentive to deviate from the equilibrium
path and that subgame perfectness implies that there is no incentive to deviate
from points that ure ofi the equilibrium path either. The open-loop Nash
equilibrium is another example of a time-consis[ent solulion which is not
subgame perfect, because the fact that there is no dominant player that can
manipulate lhe current actions of the other players by making announcements
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about its own fulure actions implies that as long as thcre are no unexpectcd
dcviations from the equilibrum path none of the players has an incentive to
rcnege. Whcn the information struclure is such that players have information
on all past statcs of the economy and the period of commitment is the planning
period, it is common to refer to a closed-loop (with memory) dynamic game.

An alternative solution concept for non-cooperative games to the Nash or
Stackelberg equilibrium is the consistent conjectural variatíons equilibrium,
which was introduced in oligopoly theory by Bresnahan (1981) and was recently
applicd to an open-loop difícrcnce game (Hughes Hallett (1984); Brandsma
and Hughes Hallett (1984)) and a feedback di(Terence game (Bagar, Turnovsky
and d'Orey (1986)). Although it has been argued that the concept is logically
inconsistcnt (Daughety (1985)); de Zccuw and van der Ploeg (1987)), the main
importance for the discussion in this paper is that the open-loop consistent
conjectural variations equilibrium is time-inconsistent.

The conventional 'stacking' procedure is often applied to an economic system
of dilTerence games to obtain a final-form model (Theil (1964)), which is then
uscd for policy evaluation purposes (e.g. Hughes Hallett, (1984)). A problem
with this final-form approach is lhat in fact the open-loop model results, so
that it is more difTicult and cumbersome to discuss dynamic issues such as
subgame perfectness and time inconsistency (even though it is possible to
discuss with some difliculty the principle of multiperiod certainty equivalence
in a onc-playcr world).

This paper gives an overview of difTerent solution concepts with their
propertics and dcrives the results for a standard class of linear-quadratic policy
evaluation problems. The main di(Terence belween this framework and the
example of Figure 1 is that the strategy space is continuous rather lhan discrete,
which makcs it much morc appropriatc for economic applicatíons. A comparable
survcy can bc found in Basar ( 1986), but this paper focusses on di(ierent issues
and atlempts to give more verbal explanation of the various solution concepts
and associated issues of time consistency, subgame perfectness and credibility.
Special attention is also given to the consistent conjectural variations approach,
because it is fclt that there are some problems wilh this approach. in section
2 a linear-quadratíc class ofdifïerence games is formulated and difTerent decision
modcls or game-theoretic solution concepts are discussed. In section 3 properties
such as time consistency, subgame perfectness and credibility are defined and
evaluated. Section 4 concludcs the paper.

2. Lincar-quadratic diffcrcnce games: An evaluation

2.1. MoJe! und solution concepts

In this section some essential concepts for dynamic policy evaluation are
discussed and a standard class of linear-quadratic diflerence games is formulated
in order to elucidate the conceptual discussion.
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The starting point is a linear dynamic economic model in state-space form:

y,-A,y,-~tB~x~ tB?x~ tS„ypsyp. (I)

The transition of the state y of the economy from period t- 1 to period t is
inftuenced by two players (such as the government and the private sector) who
independently control the exogeneous variables x' and x2, respectively. The
non-controllable exogeneous variables are denoted by s. The objective of player
i, i- I, 2, is to minimise a quadratic welfare loss function over a finite horizon:'

T
W~ -~~{Y~Q~Y~ t x~ R~x~}. i- l, 2, (2)

r-

where Q; and R; are symmetric and Q; z 0 and R; ~ 0. An extension with linear
terms in the welfare loss function is straightforward by redefining the state
vector, y„ and s, in an appropriate way. The convex linear-quadratic structure
is not essential for the discussion but facilitates analytical solutions. It can
always be considered as an approximation to the real structure of a specific
model. The problem is called an optimal control problem with two decision
makers or a difTerence game.

The traditional approach (Theil (1964)) to an economic optimal control
problem is to cast the economic model (1) into a finalform model:

y- B'x' f 82x2 t s, (3)

where y, x' and x~ stack the state variables y, and the policy instruments x;
and x? for all periods of the finite planning horizon. Consequently, B' and B2
are block-triangular matrices composed of A„ B; and B; , and s contains the
non-controllable exogeneous variables s, as well as the influence of the initial
state vector yo.' The corresponding objective functionals become

W` - Í{Y Q~Y f x` R`x~}, i- 1.2. (4)

where the matrices Q` and R` are block-diagonal as the welfare loss (unctions
(2) were assumed to be time separable. In this form the problem cannot be
distinguished from a static problem, so that it corresponds to lhe normal form
of the open-loop difíerencc game. It explains why after this transformation into
final form it is very difficult to discuss some dynamic issues such as the impact
of new information or the absence of commitments to future actions. This will
become clear in the sequel.

The by now standard approach to a diflerence game is to distinguish
injormariorr parrerns and prriods oj commiunent. The decision makers or
players announce strategies for the whole planning period but may or

'~1ucn~iun is restnricd to liniiohunzun g:uncs, bccause Ihis is enalyl~cally mueh nwre Iraciablc.
The infini~e-hurizon gamc can Ix vicwed as ~he rsympw~ic caae of ihc finiie-hurizun g~nle as T
tcnds ro infini~y.

' Tu be prccix, d' - I d;, l where B;~ ~ 0, j ~ k, B~~ ~ H'~, BN a Il(:; 1 A,18;, j ~ k, fur j- I,... T,
k ~ L... T and i s 1, ?.
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may not be committed to stick to these strategies. A strategy is a mapping
from the information set and time to the set of available actions. Considering
the state of the economic system, this information set can in principle contain
only the initial state (open-loop information), only the current state
(closed-loop, no memory information) or all the states up to the current state
(closed-loop, memory information). Memory information complicates matters
considerably and is sometimes excluded on the grounds of bounded rationality
(e.g. Rubinstein ( 1987)). The model with an open-loop information structure
and a period of commitment equal to the planning horizon is called the
open-loop model. The model with a closed-loop, (no) memory information
structure and a period of commitment equal to the planning horizon is called
the closed-loop model. The model with a closed-loop, no memory information
structure and a period of commitment of one period is ealled the Jeedback
model. In the feedback model the players have access to the current state of
the economy and are ex-ante given the opportunity to renege on announced
strategies at each stage of the game, so that in equilibrium they have no incentive
to rcncge. The opcn-loop model is equivalent to the optimal control model
based on a final-form economic model, which was described earlier in (3) and
(4). It is also possible to have asymmetries between the two players such as
di(Tcrcnt rolcs in the game (i.e. leader~follower), difíerent information patterns
and dilTerent periods of commitment (see also section 3 and Cohen and Michel
(1988)).

The standard techniques to solve optimal control problems are Bellman's
dyrtarnic proyramming and Pontryagin's minimum principle. For an optimal
deterministic control problem with one decision maker the two techniques yield
the same optimal actions and performance.~ For an optimal control problem
with two or more decision makers these techniques lead in general to difTerent
solutions. The reason is that dynamic programming solves the (eedback
modcl and the minimum principle solves the open-loop model. To put it
difTcrently, dynamic programming presupposes information on the current state
of the economic system and no commitments, whereas the minimum principle
presupposes in(ormation on the initial state of the economic system and binding
commitments. In the context of a game these assumptions have their influence,
even when the world is deterministic. In the feedback model the players can
observe the c(Tects of the actions of thcir opponent and they can react
to thcse observations, whereas in the open-loop model they cannot. Dynamic
programming as a solution technique to a one-player optimal control problem
is based on Bellman's principle of optimality. Dynamic programming as a
solution framework for a difTerence game presupposes a generalization of the
principle of optimality to dynamic games, which is also called subgame
perfectness and which is treated in more detail in the next section.

~ In a stochastic world, dynrmic programming Iwds to policy feedback rules that take account
of stuchastic shocks and thereforc leads to a lower expecteJ wdfare loss.
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The two solution techniques have in common that they transform the
dynamic optimization problem into a series of static optimization problems in
a dynamic setting. When the minimum principle is applied, the optimization
part of the solution is the static optimization of the Hamiltonian. W hen dynamic
programming is applied the optimization part of the solution is the static
optimization of the right-hand side of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation.
As a consequence the game theory involved can bc reduced to static equilibrium
conccpts.

2.2. Open-luop and jeeJback Nash eyuilibrium

The standard non-cooperative equilibrium concept is the Nash concept which
is based upon the idea that there should be no individual incentive for any
player to deviale from the equilibrium. The Nash equilibrium assumes that
strategy choice is simultaneous. Hence, the players choose their actions
simultaneously and form expectations about each other's actions, which in
equilibrium are fulfilled. This implies that the Nash equilibrium is the intersection
of the hypolhetical reaction curves which express the optimal decisions of each
player condi[ional on the actions of the rival. For the prototype model (1), (2)
the first-order conditions of the optimization problem,

R;x; t B;~{K;y, i- g;} - 0, i- I, 2, (5)

where y, is given by (1), lead to the hypothetical reaction functions

x; --(R; i- B;~K;B;)-'B;~{K;(A,y,-, t B;x; t s,) f y;},

j~i, i-1,2. (5')

For the open-loop decision model the terms { K;y, t y; } are the so-called
co-states (also called shadow prices or adjoint variables) of Pontryagin's
minimum principle. They show by how much the wclfare loss is increased when
there is a marginal increase in the state of the economy, y,. The parameters K;
and y; can be determined from the backward recursive equations:`

K;-, - Q;-, t A;K;[E,] -'A„ (6)

Ki - Qr.
t t t-t r ty,-, - A;{K;[E,]- (s, - B, [R, ] B, y,

-B~[RZ]-~B?rJ~)fy~).

yr-0, i-1,2, (~)

where

E, - I t B; [ R; ]-' B; K; t B? [ R? ]- ' B; K,- .

' An outhne uf the proofs of thcx and later results in this secuon crn tx found in the appcndia.
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For the jerdónck decisiat model the terms K; and g; are the parameters of
the quadratic so-callcd value functions of dynamic programming:

r i]Y~-,K~-iY~-, f 9~-,Y~-, f c~-,

- min {]Y~-,Q{-,Y~-, f~x~ R{x{ f~Y~K~Y~ f g{Y~ f c;}.
xl

Thcy follow from the backward recursive equations:

K~-, - Q;-i f A~CE~]-'(1 f K~B~CR~]-'B~)K;CE,]-'A~.
KT - QT,

g~- i- A~CE~] - '(1 f K~B;CR;) -'B~ )

iK~CE~]-'(s~ - B,'CR~ ]-'B~ g~
- B~ CR~ ]-'B?g?) f g~}.

gr-0, i- 1.2. (9)
The Nash equilibrium for both decision models is given by the intersection

of the two hypothetical reaction funetions, (5'):

xf - G~Y, -~ t h~, i- I, 2, (10)
where

- [R;] -'B;~K;[E,] -'A,

and

i,;--[R;]-'B;{K:CE.]-'(S.-B;CR;]-'B:a; -B;CR;]-'B;g?)tg;}.

It is essential to note that the relationship between x; and y,- ~ in (10) is only
a real functional relationship between actions and state of the economy in the
feedback model; it does not represent the policy rule of player i in the open-loop
modcl. Furthermore, the feedback equilibrium strategies {G;,h;} are not
binding; in the fecdback model the strategies can be changed whenever one of
the players wants to do so. However, bccause they form a fecdback equilibrium,
there will be no incentives to change the policy rule, even after unexpected
evcnts. The open-loop equilibrium consisls of binding sequences of actions { x; }
which result from (10) and ( I) together with (6) and (7) and which only depend
upon the initial state yo, so that unexpected state trajectories cannot have their
inlluence. This ope.n-loop outcome coincides with the Nash eyuilibrium of the
stalic problem (3), (4). The transformation of the economic modcl into final
form implics that the open-loop model with static information patterns and
periods of commitment equal to the planning horizon is implicitly assumed. It
is worth mentioning here that bolh open-loop and feedback policy rules can
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be inferior to closed-loop memory policy rules wltere the playcrs condition their
strategies on information on current and past states of the economy ( Basar and
Olsder (1982), Section 6.3; de Zeeuw (1984), Section 4.3).

The open-loop and feedback Nash decision models can imply very difTerent
economíc results. Consider as an example the problem of an oligopoly with
restricted entry and exit harvesting a renewable resource with zero extraction
costs, iso-elastic demand and serially uncorrelated shocks to the natural
replenishment rate. It can then be shown that the open-loop extraction rates
obey Hotelling-[ype arbitrage rules and are therefore efficient whilst the
fcedback Nash equilibrium leads to excessive extraction rates or even extinction
o( the resource ( van der Plceg (1986)). The reason is that when an individual
firm decides to harvest an additional unit, it realizes that the lower stock
increases harvesting costs to the other firms and therefore the other firms will
in the feedback model react by harvcsting less. This means that the marginal
cost of harvesting an additional unit is less than in the absence of such a
response (rom its rivals, hence the feedback model leads to excessive harvesting.
(With free entry and exit, the harvesting rates ín the feedback model
tx:come e(Ticient.) To take another example, in a model of competitive arms
accumulation betwcen two countries, where each country has a'guns versus
butter' dilemma, the feedback Nash equilibrium proves to be more eflicient and
leads to less arms accumulation and thus to more consumption than the
open-loop Nash equilibrium (van der Plceg and de Zeeuw (1990)). The reason
is that when one country decides to invest in an additional weapon, it realizes
that the security of rival countries is threatened and therefore in the feedback
model the rivals respond by investing more in weapons. Obviously, this
increases the marginal cost of investment in an additional weapon and
therefore the feedback model results in lower weapon stocks. (The policy
recommendation is that countries should agree to monitor each other's weapon
stocks.) This is an example where the feedback equilibrium proves to be bctter
for both players in terms of utility than the open-loop one, which is in conlrast
with the usual implication in the literature.

2.3. Open-loop and jeedback Stuckelberg eyuilibriurn

Another standard non-cooperative equilibrium concept is the Stuckelberg
concept. The difTerence with the Nash concept is the leader~follower structure
which means that one of the players (the leader) acts first or, to put it difierently,
the action or strategy of the leader is part of the information set of the follower.
This may be relevant when one of the players has a dominant position on the
market. There are again two optimization problems. The first one determines
the rational reaction of the follower to the action or strategy of lhe leader. This
rational reaction, which is not a hypothetical reaction as in the Nash concept
but a real reaction, is given by the reac[ion (unction for the follower (5'). The
second optimization problem determines the optimal action or strategy of the
leader given the rational reaction of the follower.
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For lhe open-loop decision model this implies that the constraints of this
optimization problem consisl of the forward recursive system (1), equation (5')
for thc follower and the backward recursive system for the co-states. The
resulling open-loop Stackelbcrg equilibrium (Kydland (1975); Bagar and
Olsder (1982), Scction 7.2; de Zeeuw (1984), Section 4.5) for the prototype
model will not be given here, because it is not immediately relevant for this
evaluation.' The backward recursiveness of the so-called adjoint system implies
forward-looking behaviour of the follower, which leads to, what is called, time
inconsistency of the optimal actions of the leader. The leader can, by making
decisions about its (uture policy actions, manipulate the current policy actions
of the follower. However, once the follower has implemented those actions, it
might pay the leader (where it is possible) to renege and deviate from the
previous decisions about its policies. These issues of time inconsistency will be
deall with in lhe next section.

For the feedback decision model the first-order conditions of the two
optimization problems are

R; x; f B;~ { K; y, f g; }- 0

R;x; t {B;~ t(dx;~dx;)'B;~}{K;y, f g;} z 0 (1l)

where r is the follower and j is the leader. This implies that the action z; follows
the action x;, so that they are not simultaneous. The crucial ditierence with the
Nash concept is the reaction coefficient ax;~ax; - -(R; f B'~K;B;)-' B;~K;B;.
The feedback Stackelberg equilibrium is given by

r r{ I I } n rx, - F, A, y, -, i~ B, X, -~ S, -F F, 9,

x~ - F~{A~Y~-t f s,} t F~r9~ t F~~9~ (12)
where

F;' - -[R; t B;~ K; B;]-' B;~

F; - F;'K;

F(~ - -[R; f B;~(1 f B;F;)'K;(1 t B~F~)B~]-tB;~(I f B;F;)'

F;' - F;~K; B; F;'

F; - F;~K;(I t B;F;)

and the backward recursions by

K;-, - Q;-, f A;{(1 f B;F;)'F;~R;F;(I f B;F;)

f(1 t B;F;)'(I f B;F;)'K;(1 t B;F;)(I f B;F;)}A,

' In any case, one could in principle obtain the open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium as the static
Steckelberg equilibrium of the final-form modd O} That is, x' ~-(R' t B' Q'B')-' (B~x~ t s) is
the optimal reaction of the follower i lo the actions of the kader j. The leader minimius its welfare
loss function subject to the reaction function of the follower, which gives xr ~ -(Rr t B~ QrBr)-'s
where B' a[! - B'I R' t B' Q'B')'' J Br.
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KT-QT

K;-, - Q,'-, t A~{F;~R;F;

t(I t B;F;)'(1 t B;F;)'K;(I t B;F;)(I t B;F;)}A,

KT ' QT

g~-, - A~{(1 t B;F~)'F'r R~[F',(1 t B{F~)S,

t F;' g; t F;B; F;' g; t F; B;F;~g; ]

t(I t B;F;)'(1 t B;F;)'{K;[(I t B',F;)(I t B;F;)s,

t B;F;g; t( I t B; F;) B; ( F;'g; t F;~g;)] t g; }}

9r-0

g;-, - A;{F;~R;[F;s, t F;'g; t F;~g;]

t(I t B;F;)'(I t B;F;)'{K,'[(1 t B;F;)(I t B;F;)s,

t B;F;'g; t(1 t B~F~)B~(F~'g~ t F~~g,)] t 9,}}

9r-0.

Given the parameters, the action x; of the follower i is a function of the state
y,-, and the action x; of the leader i which both belong to the follower's
information set. The action x; of the leader j is only a function of the state y,-,.
It is essential to note that for logical reasons the players have each other's
action in their information set at the same time. Eilher player i acts first, so
that the action x; is part of the information set of player j, or it is the other
way aruund. Ulh~rwisc, tho cyuilibriwn is nul wcll-JclincJ and unc may cnd
up wilh a multiplicity of 'solutions'. The fullower just plays optimally given
the state of the economy and the action of the leader. In the Stackclberg
equilibrum the leader expects the follower to react ralionally and the action is
chosen accordingly. The rational reuction is detcrmined by lhe first equalion
of ( I I) and influcnces the reaction coefïicient dx;~ijx; as well as the slate
transition y, in the second equation of (1 1). After substitution of this rational
reaction, the second equation of ( I 1) determines the optimal acliun of the leader
and not an optimal reaction, because the leader is not reacting to the folluwer.
These considerations are essentially of a slatic nature and lhey apply also to
the open-loop decision model, especially when the final-form representation (3),
(4) is used. The only di(íerence is that in the feedback decision model the Ieader
reacts indirectly to past actions of lhe followcr through obscrvations on the
state uf the economy. The feedback equilibrium is obtained from dynamic
prugramming and therefore satisfies subgame perfectness in the sense described
before. Subgame perfectness implies that the leader has no incenlive to deviate
in subsequent periods. These issues are treated in more detail in section 3.
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2.4. Cunsistent conjectural uuriutiats eyuilibrium

Recently, a tltird non-cooperative equilibrium concept for di(ierence games
has been developed: the eatsistenl conjectural uariations equifibriwn (for the
open~closed-loop case from the final-form representation: Hughes Hallett
( 1984); Brandsma and Hughes Hallett (1984); for the feedback case: Bagar,
Turnovsky and d'Orey (1986). The equilibrium was originally introduced in
the context of oligopoly theory ( Bresnahan (1981)) and is based upon the
concept ofconjectural variation ( Bowley (1924)). A conjectural variation in this
context is a reaction coefficient c'x,~ax; as in ( I f), which comes from a
conjecture of player j with respect to the reaction of player i. In the Stackelberg
equilibrium the leadcr conjeclures a rational reaction function of the follower
and will be right in this conjecture. In the Nash equilibrium the two players
conjecture the action of the other player and they are assumed to be right
in their conjecture (consistency argument). The idea behind the consistent
conjectural variations equilibrium is that the two players conjecture the reaction
of the other player and that they are assumed to be right in their conjecture.
In the literature up to now the equilibrium is determined by introducing
conjectural variations for both players and requiring consistency of conjectural
variations and hypothetical reaction cce(Ticients. Since the Nash equilibrium
requires correct conjectures of action for both players and the Stackelberg
equilibrium requires that the leader has correct conjectures about the reactions
of the follower, one could argue that the consislent conjectural variations
equilibrium is a natural extension as it requires correct conjectures about
reactions for both players. However, as it is done, the extension leads to logical
inconsistencies ( Daughety (1985); de Zeeuw and van der Plceg (1987)). The
reason is simply, that one cannot mix the idea of hypothetical reactions in
notional time of the Nash concept wilh the idea of conjectured reactions, which
actually degenerate the game inlo separate oplimization problems. This will
become more clear in the sequel. The consistent conjectural variations concept
is not well-defined. ft is certainly not true that the proposed equilibrium is a
Nash eyuilibrium or, worse, a superior one (in contrast to the statements in
Hughcs Hallctt (1984)6 and Brandsma and Hughes Hallett (1984)).

The ideas of conjectures (about actions) and conjectural variations (about
reactions) are alright, but the consistency argument should be different. There
are two ways out. The first one is to formulate an infinite regress decision model
of the type 'player i conjectures that player j conjectures that player i
conjectures.... ad infinitum' (Daughety (1985)). The other way out is to start
with conjectures and corresponding conjectural variations and to require

' In this and latcr papers an unfortunate mistake has slipped in. Apart from a type-setting error
lthc tcrm G;" {Q"yf~o) should not appear at the end of thr: first line of equation ( 16)), there is
also a more fundamental error (the'-' after G;'t in the first line of (16) should be a't') which
scems to Icad a pcrsistcm life in later papers as well. However, Andries Brandsma has said in
private communication that most computer algorithms are, in fact, based on equation (14) so that
may of the empirical results may not be aRected by this second error.
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consistency of conjectures and actions. To stress the difïerence the resulting
equilíbrium will be called consistent conjectures equilibrium. Player i minimizes
the welfare loss function (2) subject to ( I) and subject to the conjectures about
the reactions of player j, x;(x;). Player j faces a similar problem. The conjectures
x;(x') and x;(x;) account for the conjectural variations dz;~ax; and r3x;~dx;.
The first-order conditions with conjectures are for player i:

R;x; t {B;~ t(dx;~ijx;)'8;~}{K;y, t g;} - 0

~ i i ~
)'~ - Ari'~-t t B~X, -4~ B,x,(x,) t S,

and for player j: (13)

R;x; t {B;~t(ax;~dx;)'B',~}{K;y,fg;}-0
~ ~ J J J

yr - ArY~-~ f B~xi(x~) f B,x, t s,.

The first set of equations yields an equation in x; determining the optimal action
of player i and the second set yields an equation in x; determining the optimal
action of player j. In equilibrium consistency of conjectures and actions is
required, that is these optimal actions have to fit the conjectures, and therefore
yield restric[ions on the parameters of the conjectures. This weaker concept of
consistency is not enough to guarantee uniqueness and usually leads to multiple
equilibria. How can the idea of consistency of conjectures and reactions arise?
In that literature reaction functions are created by not substituting the
conjectures in the state transition y„ which does not seem very sensible. As
first-order conditions with conjectures are then taken:

R;x; t{ B',~ t(dx;~dx; )' B;~ }{ K;y, -F g; }- 0

i i 1 Jy, - A,y, -~ t B, x, t B, z, t s,

and (13~)

R,Jx; t {B;~ t(dx;~Bx;)'B',~}{K;y, t g;} - 0

y, - A, y, -~ t B;x; f B;x; t s, .

The resulting'reaction functions'. R;(x;) and:2;(x;), lead to reaction coefiicients,
dR;~ax; and íjx,J(x;), which must match the conjectura) variations. There are,
however, not only logical difficulties with this approach. The consistent
conjectural variations equilibrium for the open-loop model in final form (3),
(4) sufiers from more problems. The result is time-inconsistent for the same
reason as the Stackelberg open-loop equilibrium is (see section 3). Furthermore,
the outcome is typically worse for the players than the Nash outcome and it
sufíers (rom non-uniqueness and instability. Two (static) examples will clarify
these statements.

Exumple ! (Hughes Hallett (1984) pp. 389-90)
Consider the game with objectives w' - yZ t(x')2 where y - x' t xZ - 1.

The Nash equilibrium is x' - 1~3 with outcome w' - 2~9.
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Hughes Hallett argues that x' ' 2~S is a better solution, because the
associated outcome w' - 1~5 implies an improvement [or both players. This is
not surprising, since it is wcll known that it is possible to find Pareto
improvements over the Nash outcome even though there is no unilateral
incentive for any player to deviate from the Nash equilibrium. In fact, x' - 2~5
is what is generally called the Nash bargaining solution. However, this solution
is not sustained as a consistent conjectural variations equilibrium. To find one,
Hughes Hallett describes an iteralive procedure and searches for a fixed point
in the conjectured and actual ' reaction coe(licients'. This procedure starts from
an initial pair ( d', d 2) of conjectural variations, where d' - dx'~~xJ, and yields
new pairs corresponding to the 'reaction cce~cients' (-(1 f d2)~(2 t d~).
-( I f d' )~(2 t d' )). There are two fixed points here, namely d` --3~2 f 1~2
f with corresponding actions x' - 1~2 ~ 1~10 ~ and outcome w' - 1~2 ~
I ~ 10 ~. Both consistent conjectural variations equilibria produce worse
results for both players as compared to the Nash equilibrium. Futhermore, they
do not satisfy the Nash property since each player can unilaterally improve by
playing, for example, x' - I ~4 t I ~20 f. Finally, it follows from the derivative
of the fized point mapping, - I~(2 t d')~ ~-3~2 t 1~2 f, that one of the
fixed points (d' --3~2 f 1~2 f) is stable whilst the other is unstable.

The Nash bargaining solution x' - 2~5 is, however, sustained as a consistent
conjectures equilibrium. The conjectures'my rival mimicks what I do', x' - x~,
implies conjectural variations equal to l and leads to optimal actions x' - 2~5,
which are consistent with the conjectures. The non-cooperative Nash equilibrium
is, as always, also sustained as a consistent conjectures equilibrium, since it
corresponds to zero conjectural variations. A final example of such an
equilibrium is the solution x' - 0 with outcome w' - l, which results from the
conjectures x' --xJ with conjectural variations - l. However, this outcome
is obviously unattractive for the players:

Example 2
Consider the game with objectives w' - 1 ~2(y'y f x'~x') where y- x' t z2

f s, s- [ I, 1]' and z' are two-dimensional vectors. The non-cooperative Nash
equilibrium is x' -[- 1 ~3, - 1~3]' with outcome w' - 2~9.

The consistent conjectural variations ( D', D2) are characterized by

(D')j t 3D` t I- 0. (14)

There are an infinite number of solutions to (14) (see appendix), which can be
found analytically after some tedious calculations. Hughes Hallett's iterative
schcme corresponds to:

D;., --(21 t D;)-'(1 t D;) -(21 f D;)-' - l.

The local stability of the iterutive scheme in the neighbourhood of the fixed
points (ollows i( all of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian

d vec D;.,~a vec D; - -{(2l t D;)-'~~(21 t D;)-' },
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evaluated at D~, are inside the unit circle. It can be shown after considerable
manipulation that U' -(-3~2 t 1 ~2~) 1 is the only stable fixed point (see

appendix). Again the corresponding welfare loss, w' - 1 ~2 - 1 ~ 10 f, is higher
than the welfare loss which can be obtained under the Nash concept. Finally,
the Nash equilibrium is not sustained as a conjectural variations equilibrium,
becausc x' -- 1 ~3 s, x' - D'(x' f s) and ( l4) are inconsistent.

3. Time inconsistency, subgame perfectness and atomistic agents

In section 2 several decision models for dynamic policy evaluation problems
have been discussed. This section discusses properties of these dynamic decision
models, such as time inconsistency, subgame perfectness and credibility.

A decision model is time inconsistent if there is an incentive for one of the
players to renege on the initially chosen strategy in the future (Kydland and
Prescott (1977)). A dccision model which typically is time-inconsistent is the
opcn-loop Stackelberg equilibrium. It should be noted here that there is a
semantic difficulty with this analysis. Strictly speaking it is assumed that it is
impossible for players to renege in an open-loop decision model. However, in
practice such commitments are di(i'icult to enforce and time inconsistency may
therefore be regarded as an undesirable property of a decision model. In the
open-loop Stackclberg equilibrium the leader's strategy {x{,..., xT} is optimal
given the follower's rational reaction {x;,..., xT}. However, at time s~ I the
remaining stratcgy {x;,..., xT} of the leader is typically not optimal anymore,
given the rational reaction of the follower at time s~ I. The reason is that at
time s the actions {x;,..., x~} have done the job of influencing the past actions
of the follower and can now be solely employed to influence lhe current and
future actions of the follower. This is particularly so when the leader dces not
have suf6cient instruments, in the face of private market failures, to achieve the
first-best outcome in the first place. When the leader docs have sufficient
instruments to achieve the first-best outcome there is clearly no problem of
time inconsistency ( Hillier and Malcomson (1984)). The strategy announcement
{xi,...,.YT} can be considered as some sort of threat which hclped to force the
follower to play {x;,...,x;-,}. The leader tries to influence the future
expectations of the follower in order to get a better outcome by making
such an announcement, irrespective of whether the leader will stick to the
announccment or not.

For example, a benevolent government, who maximizes the gross consumers'
surplus of the representative household, may announce taxation of the supply
of labour rather than of capital tomorrow in order to induce agents to
accumulate capital today. Once the capital stock is in place, it pays the
govcrnment (improves economic welfare) to renege by taxing capital, instead
of labour, tomorrow, despitc the fact that the government has the same
prcferences as the represcntative household. The use of lump-sum taxation gives
the first-best result in this case and avoids the problem ofdynamic inconsistency
(Fischer ( 1980)). The crucial point is the forward-looking behaviour of the
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follower which looses its impact as soon as actions are performed. ln the
examplc, once the invesunent has occurred, the government can extract the
yuusi-rcnt on it. The same phenomenon occurs in other models with forward-
looking variables such as models with rational expectations. For example, the
optimal taxation of a monetary economy with a Cagan-type money demand
function is time inconsistent (Calvo (1978)). The reason is that the government
finds it optimal to announce a low monetary growth rate in ordcr to induce
large holdings of real money balances and low in(lation, but once the real money
balances have been accumulated it pays the government to renege and impose
a surprise inllation tax. Strictly spcaking, the incentivcs to renege in thcse two
examples are only hypothetical as the commitment in the open-loop Stackelberg
equilibrium extends over the entire planning period.

This type of forward-looking behaviour can easily be derived for the class of
modcls defincd in section 2. For the follower the strategy x; of the leader has
the same role as the exogeneous input s,. The rational reaction x; of the follower
is given by equation ( 5') which means that it is a function ofx; and y;. According
to (7) y; is a function of all the future exogeneous inputs, so that x; is a function
of current and fuwre aclions of the leader:

x~ - ~(X~,..., XÍ).

The feedback Stackelberg equilíbrium, however, is time consistent by
construction, bccause it is based on the idea that the players are ex-ante
constantly given the opportunity to renege and therefore ex-posr have no
incentive to renege. But there is more. Feedback decision models have the
stronger property of subgame perfeclness. A game equilibrium is subyumr
pe~Ji~cr if it remains an equilibrium for any subgame. A subgame in this respect
is a game wíth the same players, objectives and system dynamics, but starling
from an arbitrary state y~, at time s, 1 5 s 5 T. This concept reveals precisely
the structure ofdynamic programming and thus of the feedback decision modcl.
To avoid confusion with the original definition of subgame perfectness in
extensive-form games (Selten ( 1975)), it might be better to call this concept
subgame perfectness without perfect recall or Markov subgame perfectness
(Fershtman ( 1989)). It can be said that subgame perfectness is time consistcncy
on the equilibrium path as well as ofí the equilibrium path and is therefore a
stronger concept. A subg~me perfect equilibrium is robust against mistakes or
other unexpccted events (Selten (1975)). Because subgume perfectness is
stronger than time consistency, it is possible to formulate a Stackelberg
equilibrium which is time consistent but not subgame perfect and which can
be called a consist~nt open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium (Buiter (1983));
Meijdam and de Zeeuw ( 1986)). Such an equilibrium ignores the efïect of the
Icader's future actions on the follower's current actions. This was already
proposed by Kydland and Prescott (1977, p. 476), but they did no[ recognize
that this is only one possible consistent equilibrium. The consistent solution in
Fischer ( 198Q) is anothcr example of a consistent open-loop Stackelberg
equilibrium. It can be viewed as a subgame-perfect equilibrium with infinitely
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TABLE 3

Opfirnal dynamic mxalion (Fixher, 19X0)'

Tu.c rufes on
Sulurion Sacial welJure Capifal capiml labour

Command optimum 0.759 I.S76
Opcn-loop 0.7(~ 1.274 0.334 0.332
Consistent opcn-loop 0.625 0.986 0.479 0.000
Subgame perfect 0.724 1.275 0.435 O.lxlO

' The subgame-perrect solution is relevant under the assumption or a dominant
government faced with only one household-produar. The consisrent open-loop wlution
is relevant under the tuumption of a dominant governmcnt faad with an infinite number
of atomistic agenu.

many identical consumers or atomistic agents (de Zeeuw, Groot and Withagen
(1988)). Thisequilibrium leads to lower social welfare than the time-inconsistent
open-loop Stackelbcrg equilibrium. Many authors have argued that this is the
price one has to pay for a lack of credibility. However, it is a mistake to think
that players are always worse ofl in a time-consistent equilibrium. Table 3 shows
that for Fischer's (1980) example of optimal dynamic taxation of capital and
labour the feedback Stackelberg equilibrium, which is based on the assumption
of one dominant government and one large household-producer rather than
on the assumption of atomistic agents, leads to higher social welfare than the
open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium. The reason is that the losses from avoiding
the problem of time inconsistency are ofi-set by the gains from additional
information (see also the example of arms accumulation discussed in
section 2.2).

It is also possible to achieve time consistency by requiring that the leader
employs a feedback decision model, whereas the follower still employs the
open-loop decision model (Cohen and Michel (I988)). In our framework the
ideas of subgame perfectness and dynamic programming are equivalent and
these ideas imply time consistency. However, there are time-consistent equilibria
which are not subgame perfect and which can therefore not be found by
dynamic programming.

The open-loop Nash equilibrium is time-consistent. As long as the state of
the economic system follows the open-loop Nash equilibrium path none of the
players has an incentive to renege. The open-loop consistent conjectural
variations equilibrium, however, is time inconsistent for the same reason as the
open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium is. Time inconsistency is a property of an
equilibrium and can only be avoided by changing the equilibrium concept.
There is no technical problem as is claimed by Hughes Hallett (1984) and
Brandsma and Hughes Hallett (1984).'

A strategy is credible if it contains announcements on future actions and if

' Hillier I 1987) points at the same mistake in his comment on Hughcs Hallctt t 19871.
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these announcements are believed by the other players. Announcements are
believed if the announced actions are considered to be optimal at the time of
action or, alternatively, if there will be no incentive, in the eyes of the other
players, to act difïerently at the time the action has to be implemented.
Time-inconsistent strategies are an example of strategies that are not credible.
Strictly speaking, this applies only to decision models without commitments.
The credibility problem can also occur in a static context where players are in
principle of equal strength and act simultaneously. One of the players can try
to become a Stackelberg leader by announcing the action beforehand. If the
announcement has elTect the Stackelberg equilibrium may result. ln this case,
however, the 'leader' can do even better, because generally there will be an
incentive to deviate from the announcement under the assumption that the
other player expects it to be true. In this simple framework the only credible
announcement is ihe Nash action, because this is the only announcement that
is at the same time the optimal reaction to the optimal reaction to the
announcement ( Meijdam and de Zeeuw (1986)). However, in a more advanced
framework with imperfect (or incomplete) information, reputational efïects in
a sequcntial equilibrium can lead to credible strategies which difïer from the
complete-information Nash equilibrium (Kreps and Wilson (1982)). For
example, with incomplete information it is possible to have the private sector
believing announcements of the government that it will fight inflation, whereas
with complete information the Nash announcement of high inflation is the only
credible one (Backus and Driffill (1985)). Alternatively, reputational efïects can
occur when the game is repeated indefinitely (e.g. Barro and Gordon (1983)).
When the discount rate is small enough, reneging results in punishments which
arc relatively large and thercfore there may be no temptation to renege even
though the policy actions may be time-inconsistent in the absence of such
reputational effects.

4. Conclusion

In this paper several methods to analyze policy problems with two or more
decision makcrs are evaluated. These methods employ decision models which
are distinguished according to diflerent non-cooperative game-theoretie solution
concepts (Nash, Stackelberg, consistent conjectural variations), di(ierent
information structures (open-loop, closed-loop) and difíerent periods of
commitment. The decision models are evaluated by considering properties such
as time consistency, subgame perfectness and credibility, and the links with
solution techniyucs like dynamic programming and Pontryagin's minímum
principle are precisely described.

The furmulation of the problem on the basis of economic models in final
form is rejected for games, because it is diflicult to employ crucial dynamic
concepts and techniques in this formulation. The consistent conjectural
variations equilibrium is rejected on principles of logic and the alternative
consistent conjectures equilibrium is presen[ed. The decision model with
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open-loop information structure and binding commitments can sufler from time
inconsistcncy. The assumption of binding commitments means that it is
impossible to renege and lherefore time inconsistency can, strictly speaking, not
be a problem. However, time inconsistency is an unattractive feature for a
decision model to display, because it puts great strain on the assumption of
binding commitments. The decision models with closed-loop information
structure and without commitments are subgame perfecl and thus time-
consistent, and therefore they deserve more attention. When the Stackelberg
Icader~follower structure is bascd upon announcemcnts and not upon sequential
actions, the requirement of credibility leads back to Nash. Credible strategies
can also be based on reputational efíects.

The class of difierence games discussed in this paper assumes quadratic
preferences and linear, discrete-time models, which keeps matters tractable. The
extension of the methods discussed in this paper to continuous-time models is
easy and leads to so-called diflerential games. The extension to models with
non-quadratic preferences and non-linear models is not easy, which is a pity
as many interesting economic problems fall into this category. Allhough it is
relatively straightforward to develop iterative Gauss-Newton algorithms to
derive open-loop Stackelberg or Nash equilibria, it is very difiicult to calculate
jeedback Stackelberg or Nash equilibria for non-linear models and~or non-
quadratic preferences. The reason is that it usually is impossible to find
analytical expressions for the funetional forms of the value functions. All that
one can do in such cases is to discretize the space of control variables of the
players and calculatc the subgame-perfect solution numerically by dynamic
programming (as was done in Figure I). This procedure rapidly runs into
combinatorial problems and is thus very expensive in terms of computer
requirements of storage and time. (Discretization also means that it is not
possible to calculate the consistent conjectural variations equilibrium, but this
is not too serious as this equilibrium sulTers from logical problems anyway.)
This problcm disappears when thcre are no externalities or market impcrfections,
because then it is possible to invoke the fundamental theorem of welfare
economics which says that the market (read dilTerence~difTerential game)
outcome is the same as the outcome of a centrally planned or command
economy. Kydland and Prescott (1982) use this to avoid the dilTicult derivation
of value functions for the market outcome. Unfortunately, most interesting
policy problcros are rcal games and are therefore characterized by externalities
and markct imperfections so lhat the approach used by Kydland and Prescolt
(1982) cannot be applied. It follows that fulure research must be concerned
with the technical difTiculties of calculating value functions and subgame-perfect
outcomes for non-linear modcls and non-quadratic prcferenccs (cf. Lucas, 1987).

Tilburg Uniuersity, The Netlterlartds
Uniuersity oJ Arnsterdant, The Netherlands
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APPENDIX

1. Oprn-loop Nash equilibrium

Pontryagin's minimum principle is applied to the problem (2), ( I) for each player, given the
strategy of thc other player. 8ecause Q; ~ 0 and R; ~ 0, the welfare loss functions (2) are stricdy

convex in x and convex in y. Because the state transition ( !) is linear in y and x, the wclfare loss

functions ( 2) are in fact strictly convex on the strategy spaces. If follows, that the necessary
conditions of the minimum principle are also sufiicient and lead to a unique optimal solution.

The Hamiltonians are

N'll',-r..c;.r.D~l~f{1';-r4;-r)',-r f ~~R;x~1

} D~ U,Y, - r t B; x; t B,' x; t s, ), i a 1. 2. ( A. I)

where p; is the so-called co-state or adjoint variabk. Necessary and sufi'icient conditionx for minima
are 1 I ) and

R;x;tB;p;~O

P~-r aQi-iY,-r f A~P~.

DT ~ QiYr.

(A.2)

(A.3)

For an open-loop Nash equilibrium the two-point boundary value problems ( I), (A.2), (A.3) for
i a t,2 have to be solvcd simultaneously and can be solved analytically by postulating a linear
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relalionship betwct~n thc state y and Ihe co-stale p:

p; ~ K'y, t ~;. (A.4)

Substitutiun of (A.4) imo (A.2) leads to (S) and to

x~ ~ - IR~~-~Bi {KiY~ t (l~}. (A.S)

Substiwtion of (A.S) inw ( 1) and some rewriting yields

E,Y, ~ A,Y, - i t s, - B~ ~ H~ ~ - ~ d~ Y~ - ~i } R' ~ - ~ ~~ Y~ , ( A.6 )

whcre

t,~ltB~IK~~-~d~K~ t~~LR~)-~d~K~.

which is assumcd to bc nun-singular. Substitulion of (A.6) into (A.4) and lhen of (A.4) into (A.3)
leads to equations which have to hold for every y,-, and which, therefore, lead to the backward
rccursive eyuations (6) and (7).

2. Feedback Naah eyuilibrium

Thc fecdback Nash cyuilibrium is found by solving simultaneously the equations of Bcllman's
principlc of dynamic prugramming

V~I r.Y,-i) a min{}{Y~-iQ~-iY~-i t x~ R~xi}
.1

t V'(r t 1,y,)},

V'(T t I, yr) a}y'rQiYr- (A.7)

Becausc the wclfare loss functions ( 2) are quadratic in y and x and the state transition ( 1) is linear
in y and x, the optimal actions must be linear in y and hence the value functions must be quadratic
in }~:

V~U.Y~-i) a }Y,-~K~-iY~-~ t d~-~Y~-i t ci-~. (A.B)

whcrc- without loss of gcncrality, il is assumed that Ihe metritts K are symmetríc.
Thc minimizrtions of the right-hand sides of ( A.7J, where y, is given by ( I), lead to Ihe conditions

I S 1 which yiekl ( A.S ) and ( A.tí). These rcsults give the values of the right-hand sides of ( A.7). Because
thc cyu;itions of dynamic programming have to hold for every y,-„ lhe quadratic terms in y,-,
of thc Icft-hand sides and thc nght-hand sidcs uf 1 A.7) and the linear mrms in y,-, can be compared
x~paratcly. These comparuuns yield the backward recursive eyuations (g) and (9).

3. Ferdback Stackclberg eyuilibrium

Thc feedback Stackclberg eyuilibrium is found by solving the equations of dynamic programming
IA.7)- where nuw the action .c; of the follower is a function of the action x; of the Ieadec The value
functiwu are again givcn by IA.B). The minimizations of the right-hand sides of (A.7), where y, is
givcn by ( I 1. Icad tu the cundiuuns ( I I). The first eyuation of ( I I) and ( I) lead to the ratiunal
reaction uf the fullower, which is given by the órst equation of (12). The reaction coe(licient óecomes

èx;~ix; :: f',8;. (A.9)

Sub~titWiun uf thc lint cyuatiun of ( 12) intu ( I) yiclds

y'~ - U t U;F;11.4,y,-, t 8;x; t s,) t B;f;'y;. (A.IU)

Substitutiun of ( A 9) and IA.1U1 into the second equation of ( I I) yields the second equation of
( I?). The m~tnces that are imerted are non-singular, because thcy are positive definite on the basis
uf the cunvexity assumplwns with respect lo the welfare loss functions.
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Substit W ion of thc sccond cqualion of (12 ) inlo thc fint cyuation of (12 ) and into 1 A.10) yiclds

~~ ~ f~il! t B~Fi)IA,}~,-~ t s,l

t Fi~Ni f f~BiFi N~ t F~BiF~~9i (A.I I)

and

~., a(! t B'F;)11 t B(F~1(A~l'~-~ t s~l

t B;F;'p; t II t B;F;)B;IF;'y; t F;~.4;1. (A.12)

Thcsc results givc thc valucs of Ihc righl-hand sidcs of1A.7). Com~aring yuadratic tcrms and lincar
lerms in },. ~ Ieads to the backward recursive eyuations of lhe fecdback Stackelberg equilibrium.

4. Esampk 2

The solutions of eyuation ( 14) are:

r-312 ó1~2~~
-312 OIl2 f

J.1 -3,Z OI,ZJ, -3~2 OI,Z~J,

~-312 ~IIZf
-

312 01~2 f J~
[-Sl2 qll2~

-3~2 01~2f J.

r s

L -r:-3r-I J .0.4.r,seR, st0.
-3-r

s

The sets of eígenvalues of r' vec D;, ,~d vec D; thal have to be evaluated are

{four times -312 t Il2 f), ~fuur timcs -3lZ - Il2 f), { -3~2 t I ~2 f, -3~2 - I~2 f, I,

I~, (-l~2tll2f, -Sl2-Il2f,l,l} and ~-3~2t1~2f,-312-1~2f,1,1~, res-
pectively, so that the first solulion is the only one with all eigenvelues inside the unit circle and is
thcrefore thc only stablc fixed point.
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